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Over the past few years, out-of-network, or “surprise,” billing – when patients receive bills with 

costly medical expenses despite having insurance coverage – has caught the attention of 

lawmakers and the media.  Stakeholders generally agree that this is a huge problem however, 

disagree on who is to blame.  Health insurers, employers, and consumer protection groups 

banded together and proposed guiding principles calling for federal protections against patients 

receiving unexpected bills; while hospital groups blamed poor insurance coverage for surprise 

billing.  In September, a group of bi-partisan Senators released a draft bill aimed at protecting 

patients and increasing transparency of surprise billing. 

 

While Congress is not likely to act during the current Lame Duck session, there is strong bi-

partisan support for a solution.  Expect action in the first quarter of 2019. 

 

Surprise Billing Legislation 

Surprise bills most often occur from emergency care or during elective care involving ancillary 

physicians (such as radiologists, anesthesiologists, pathologists) whose patients do not actively 

choose and are not in the insurer’s provider network.  Most often, these out-of-network bills are 

encountered through emergency care when a patient may not have control over which hospital 

they are taken to, and that hospital may not fall under the patient’s insurance carrier. In fact, 

multiple studies have found that roughly one in five emergency department visits involved care 

from an out-of-network physician. 

 

A group of bipartisan Senators unveiled a bill in September to require patients to only pay the 

cost-sharing amount defined by their health plan and prohibit hospitals from charging beyond 

that amount for emergency services.  The draft, Protecting Patients from Surprise Medical Bills 

Act – written by Michael Bennet (D-CO), Tom Carper (D-DE), Bill Cassidy (R-LA), Chuck 

Grassley (R-IA), Claire McCaskill (D-MO), and Todd Young (R-IN) – also would instruct HHS 

to conduct a study and issue a public report that includes recommendations on surprise out-of-

network billing.  Click here for the draft legislation.  

 

Democrat New Hampshire Senators Maggie Hassan and Jeanne Shaheen introduced a separate 

piece of legislation in October, No More Surprise Medical Bills Act of 2018, that would cap the 

amount that hospitals and physicians could charge uninsured patients and out-of-network 

patients who have individual market coverage.  S.3592 would specifically add protections for 

patients with medical emergencies from surprise billing by prohibiting providers from charging 

more than the in-network amount and notify patients if services will be out-of-network and get 

their consent.  Click here for the legislation. 

 

https://www.cassidy.senate.gov/imo/media/doc/Discussion%20Draft-%20Protecting%20Patients%20from%20Surprise%20Medical%20Bills%20Act.pdf
https://www.congress.gov/bill/115th-congress/senate-bill/3592/cosponsors


 
 

Industry Response 

A group of organizations that include insurers, beneficiary advocates, retailers, and employers 

last week released a set of federal guidelines for out-of-network charges. Specifically, the groups 

call for federal protections against patients receiving unexpected bills from hospitals when they 

are treated by medical providers who are not covered by their health insurance network.  The 

groups contend that patients should be informed if providers are not a part of their insurance 

company’s network and should be given an opportunity to seek in-network care, as well as an 

estimate of the costs of out-of-network care.  Click here for a group statement on the guidelines, 

and here to view the proposed guidelines. 

 

Hospital groups were swift to respond to the guidelines that laid the blame and requirements on 

providers saying weak insurance coverage was at fault.  The American Hospital Association and 

Federation of American Hospitals state, “Inadequate health plan provider networks that limit 

patient access to emergency care is one of the root causes of surprise bills.” Click here for the 

full statement by the associations. 

 

Media Reports 

The media has reported for some time incidences across the country of patients receiving large 

“surprise” bills.  Here is a sampling – 

 

 Urgent care in Massachusetts, click here; 

 Allergy testing in California, click here; 

 Ambulance services in Texas, click here; and  

 Emergency room services in Washington, click here. 

 

A Health Affairs Blog breaks down the issue, discusses states with the biggest problems, and 

looks at proposed legislation, click here. 

 

 

Please contact Devon Seibert-Bailey, VP for Health Policy, at 202-266-2600, Devon.Seibert-

Bailey@shcare.net, if you have questions.  

https://www.ahip.org/health-care-leaders-unite-to-protect-patients-against-surprise-medical-bills/
https://www.ahip.org/wp-content/uploads/Surprise-Billing-Consensus-Statement-12.10.18.pdf
https://www.aha.org/news/headline/2018-12-10-aha-fah-comment-surprise-billing-principles
https://www.bostonglobe.com/metro/2018/11/27/patients-surprise-visit-urgent-care-brings-steep-hospital-bill/oGjlaiSoytJ7Z45sGI55TI/story.html
https://khn.org/news/thats-a-lot-of-scratch-the-48329-allergy-test/
https://www.npr.org/sections/health-shots/2018/09/25/647531500/taken-for-a-ride-doctor-injured-in-atv-crash-gets-56-603-bill-for-air-ambulance
https://www.wtsp.com/article/news/health/even-after-insurance-family-faces-96k-medical-bill/67-618002310
https://www.healthaffairs.org/do/10.1377/hblog20180924.442050/full/
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